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hello/goodbye by Peter Souter 
Tuesday 19th – Saturday 23rd February 2019 
 

I first encountered this play a few years 
back when it was produced by a West 
Sussex amateur theatre company and I 
was immediately taken with it. I quickly 
read the play and marked it down as a 
“must do” in the future. Luckily for me, 
The Little decided to include the play in 
our current season. 
 
The play takes a very twenty-first century 
look at love, life and sexual relationships, 
where many sexual encounters are 
relatively brief, and many relationships 
do not stand the test of time. 

 
The play centres on two main characters Juliet and Alex. Juliet is a character 
marked by an unhappy childhood, in part caused by the break-up of her parents’ 
marriage, but also because of the early death of her mother.  The result is that 
Juliet has no real moral compass, she treats sex as a matter of course, and finds 
difficulty in establishing strong bonds with another person. As the play unfolds, we 
learn that deep down what she wants and needs is love and the stability of a family, 
a centre to her life. 
 
We learn less about Alex’s early life, but by his own admission he is obsessed with 
order and obsessively collects artefacts which he labels, alphabetises and, 
preferably, laminates. We also learn that he is “good at sex”, and although this is 
never made explicit, we feel that he too lacks a central relationship in his life and 
has probably experienced a series of relationships which have never worked out. 
He has difficulty in expressing his emotions, and this, potentially, is the fatal flaw in 
the relationship. 
 
On the face of it these two would not make a good partnership, and they have to 
struggle through misunderstandings, accusations, and bitter disappointment to 
reach some kind of resolution.  
 
Into this mix drifts Leo, an erstwhile boyfriend, who comes across as a solid decent 
person – just the kind of person Juliet needs perhaps? Into the second act comes 
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Amanda an attractive, smartly dressed career woman with an obvious yen for Leo, 
which Juliet quickly detects, and which does not bring out her best side. 
 
All this sounds like 
pretty heavy stuff, but 
it is a sparkling 
comedy with many 
twists and turns. It will 
make you laugh out 
loud, but it will also 
tear you up as you are 
desperate for these 
two to resolve their 
differences, because 
despite their obvious human failings and frailties you can’t help loving them both 
and identifying with them. 
 
As a director’s note, I have thoroughly enjoyed the rehearsal process. The cast 
spent a long time discussing and analysing their characters, working out what is 
going on underneath the surface, and how best to make this accessible to the 
audience. I thoroughly commend this play to you and hope that you enjoy watching 
it as much as we did rehearsing it. 
 
Harry Atkinson 
Director 
 
hello/goodbye opens on Tuesday 19th February and runs until Saturday 23rd 
February. 
 
Tickets available in the usual ways, online at www.brightonlittletheatre.com or by 
calling 0844 888 0432. 
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Audition Notice 
The Pride by Alexi Kaye 
Campbell 
 
Sunday 17th February, 2pm 
 
Directors: Steven Adams and 
Suzanne Buist 
Production Dates: 27th May – 
1st June (Brighton Fringe 
Festival) 
Rehearsals: 7th April - 26th 
May (with break 11th - 18th 
May for Return to the 
Forbidden Planet) 
 
For more information and audition pieces, please contact Steven on 
stevenadams1969@gmail.com.  
 
Description 
 
The powerful debut play from Alexi Kaye Campbell, winner of an 
Olivier Award, the Critics' Circle Award for Most Promising Playwright, 
and the John Whiting Award for Best New Play. 
 
Alternating between 1959 and 2019, The Pride examines changing 
attitudes to sexuality, looking at intimacy, identity and the courage it 
takes to be who you really are.  
 
In both 1959 and 2019 there are characters called Philip, Oliver and 
Sylvia who are played by the same actors in both periods. Although 
they have the same names, they are different characters and are living 
very different lives in each period. 
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The 1959 Philip is in love with Oliver, but married to Sylvia, who 
arranged their introduction. The 2019 Oliver is addicted to sex with 
strangers and struggling after a break-up from Philip. The 2019 Sylvia is 
Oliver’s best friend. In both periods Sylvia is a pivotal part of the action 
and loves both Philip and Oliver.  
 
A fourth actor plays 3 parts – The Man, Peter and The Doctor. 
 
There is a violent sex scene between Philip and Oliver which will 
require some nudity.  
 
Characters 
 
Oliver the 1959 Oliver is a Children’s author. He is keeping his sexuality 
hidden but hoping for a happier life in the future, possibly abroad. The 
2019 Oliver is a freelance journalist who has just been dumped by 
Philip due to his addiction to sex with strangers. In both timelines 
Oliver is the most easy-going of the two. Mid 20s to early 40s. 
 
Philip the 1959 Philip is a repressed and very closeted homosexual 
married to Sylvia. He falls in love with Oliver but finds that very hard to 
accept and acknowledge. The 2019 Philip is also in love with Oliver and 
is seeking a deep and meaningful relationship with him. He struggles to 
understand Oliver’s need for random sexual encounters with strangers. 
In both timelines he is the more straight-laced of the two.  Mid 20s to 
early 40s. 
 
Sylvia the 1959 Sylvia is an illustrator and former actress. She has had a 
mental health breakdown in the recent past and is quite fragile and 
vulnerable. She seems to sense what is wrong with her husband Philip 
and that he is unhappy.  The 2019 Sylvia is more of a “wild-child” and is 
Oliver’s best friend and cares for him deeply. She tries to understand 
Oliver and also wants him to repair his relationship with Philip.  In both 
timelines Sylvia a real catalyst to the events that happen.  Mid 20s to 
early 40s. 
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The Man/Peter/The Doctor the Man is a role-playing prostitute who 
we first see dressed as a Nazi storm trooper. After the initial failed role-
play sequence, we find that he is a kind and caring character.  Peter is 
an editor of a “lads” magazine or website. Very brash and full-on. 
Wants to be seen as right-on and very much of today.  The Doctor is a 
1959 doctor who Philip goes to for gay aversion treatment.  A very 
good opportunity for one actor to show their versatility and have some 
fun with multiple roles.  Late 20s to early 50s. 
 
Please note: you must be a paid-up member in order to audition for 
any production at Brighton Little Theatre. 
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Audition Notice 
Mary Stuart adapted by Peter Oswald 
 
Sunday 24th February, 7pm 
 
Director: Leigh Ward 
 
Production Dates:  
BLT: 2nd – 6th July 
BOAT: 17th – 20th July 
 
Rehearsals: 
BLT: 19th May – 1st July 
BOAT: 15th – 16th July 
 
For more information and audition pieces, please contact Leigh on 
leigh.m.ward@gmail.com.  
 
Description 
 “Do not forget that nothing stands forever…”   
 
Mary Stuart is imprisoned in England.  Elizabeth I hesitates over the 
signing of the death warrant that will end her life.  A disastrous meeting 
is arranged between the two women leading to the last days of Mary 
Stuart and, finally, her elevation as a martyr. 
 
The meeting never happened but, as Goethe said, “It will be good to 
see those two whores alongside each other”.  Schiller's Mary redeems 
her youthful crimes through an ordeal that lifts her into realms of 
spiritual serenity, while Elizabeth descends deeper into rage, revenge 
and deception.  
 
Oswald’s striking new adaptation, written in a mix of prose and poetry, 
brings to life this imagined meeting and explores the characters of two 
of history’s most iconic figures.  Recently performed to sell out 
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audiences at The Almeida Theatre, London, the play is an intense and 
gripping human story. 
 
Whilst the two main parts obviously require female actors, several of the 
other parts can be played by either male or female actors, so please do 
not be put off from auditioning! 
 
Characters 
 
Elizabeth Queen of England for many years. She is a fierce and proud 
Protestant ruler who is deeply threatened by Mary’s claim to the 
English throne. Female. 35+ 
 
Mary Queen of Scots.  She fled Scotland to escape political turmoil and 
is imprisoned by Elizabeth. Mary is a proud woman absolutely sure of 
her place in history and her Catholic beliefs. Female. 35+ 
 
Paulet Mary’s jailer.  Paulet is harsh and has no love for Mary.  Some 
might say Paulet relishes the task. Neutral. 40+ 
 
Mortimer Paulet’s relative. Has a great admiration for Mary and plots 
to free her by force. Neutral. 20s/30s 
 
O’Kelly/Kent/Page (small doubled roles) O’Kelly: Mortimer’s co-
conspirator who breaks news that the plot has failed.  Kent: One of 
Elizabeth’s advisers.  Page: servant of Elizabeth. Neutral. 30s+ 
 
Leicester Elizabeth’s favourite male companion – she loves him but can 
never have him. A bit of a ‘peacock’ whose feelings towards Mary 
develop during the play. Male. 30s – 50s (dependant Elizabeth) 
 
Talbot A close advisor of Elizabeth.  Talbot was Mary’s original gaoler 
but far more lenient than Paulet. Clearly fond of Mary, Talbot tries to 
prevent the inevitable. Neutral. 40s+ 
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Aubespine/Melvil (doubled role) Aubespine: the French Ambassador 
to Elizabeth sent as proxy for the Dauphin of France.  Melvil: staunch 
Catholic and Mary’s ‘chief of staff’. Very much an ardent believer in the 
right of Mary. Neutral. 30s+ 
 
Davison Elizabeth’s secretary who is handed the execution notice. 
Davison has honour but is conflicted by duty. Neutral. 30s+ 
 
Kennedy Mary’s servant and loyal companion since childhood.  A 
surrogate mother figure for Mary, she is fiercely defensive of her. 
Female. 30s+ 
 
Burleigh Elizabeth’s Secretary of State and most trusted advisor. He 
has a strong sense of duty and a deep hatred of Mary.  Despite this, he 
is made a scapegoat by Elizabeth and banished from court.  Male.  30s 
– 50s (dependant on Elizabeth) 
 
Bellievre/Officer (small doubled role) Bellievre: French courtier sent as 
part of the mission from the Dauphin of France.  Officer: guard sent to 
arrest Mortimer. Neutral. 30s+ 
 
Please note: you must be a paid-up member in order to audition for 
any production at Brighton Little Theatre. 
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Audition Notice 
The Mill on the Floss  
by George Eliot, adapted by Helen Edmundson 
 
Sunday 3rd March, 3pm 
 
Director: Claire Lewis 
Musical Director: Michael James 
Movement Director: Graham 
Brown 
 
Production Dates:  
BLT: 13th – 17th August 
BOAT: 21st – 24th August 
Minack: 2nd – 6th September 
 
Rehearsals: 
Text and 1:1 rehearsals start in June.  Rehearsals start 7th July (days tbc) 
 
For more information and audition pieces, please contact Claire on 
claire.lewis@sky.com or 07841 115250. 
 
Description 
Wild and clever, Maggie Tulliver struggles with Victorian society’s 
stifling conventions. Denied the opportunities offered to her adored 
brother, Tom, she desperately tries to reconcile her thirst for 
knowledge with her family’s expectations.  
 
She strikes up a close friendship with Phillip Wakem, son of a local 
lawyer, but their fathers become embroiled in a bitter legal dispute 
that only the prosperous Wakem can win, and the Tullivers find fate 
dealing them the first harsh hand of many. But then, Maggie meets a 
passionate man who loves her for her wit, intelligence and sensuality 
and her true nature threatens to erupt ... 
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This is an inventive, compelling, adaptation of Eliot’s novel and we aim 
to bring it to life, incorporating music and movement. We are keen to 
use live musicians, so please let me know if you play an instrument. 
 
As part of the audition, you will be asked to sing an unaccompanied 
folk song of your choice, around one minute in length. 
 
The central, highly effective concept of this adaptation is that, the 
character of Maggie Tulliver, is written for three actors to play the 
different facets of her character, although her passion and vulnerability 
are still bubbling underneath throughout. 
   
Parts are written for adults to play children. Actor’s actual age is not 
relevant; it is the playing age we are looking for. Lincolnshire accents, 
where required. 
  
Characters 
  
First Maggie Bright, impetuous, imaginative and passionate. Truthful 
playing of a child, essential. Sings. 9+ 
 
Second Maggie Suppressed, isolated, devoted and compassionate. 
Truthful playing of a child, essential. Sings. 13+ 
 
Third Maggie Proud, conscientious, sensual and independent. Sings. 
18-19 
  
Mr Tulliver Maggie’s father. Headstrong, prejudiced, bitter and 
irrational. Has a big soft spot for his daughter. An element of comedy. 
40+ 
  
Mrs Tulliver Maggie’s mother. Materialistic, a fusser, dull-witted, has a 
vitality about her. An element of comedy. 40+ 
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Tom Tulliver Maggie’s beloved brother. Conventional, proud, self- 
righteous and determined. Need to see his transition from a boy to a 
man. 12-22 
 
Bob Jakin Mill Labourer. Uneducated, friendly, humorous and 
generous. 13-23 
 
Mr Wakem A local lawyer and rival of Mr Tulliver. Father to Phillip. 
Insidious, cold, calculating businessman but a good father. 
40+ 
 
Phillip Wakem Adores Maggie. Sensitive, intelligent, artistic and 
faithful. Suffers with a hunchback and limp. Sings solo. 12-22 
  
Lucy Deane Maggie’s cousin. Angelic, self-effacing, ideally feminine, 
and charming. Sings. 9-19 
 
Stephen Guest Engaged to Lucy. Middle-class, charming, well-
educated and possessive. Sings solo. Mid 20s 
  
Aunt Pullet Maggie’s aunt. Emotional, nervy, hypochondriac. Elements 
of comedy. 40+ 
 
Uncle Pullet Maggie’s uncle. Ignorant, ineffectual, narrow-minded. 
Elements of comedy. 40+ 
 
Aunt Glegg Maggie’s aunt. Severe, critical, harsh, abrasive. Elements 
of comedy. 40+ 
  
Uncle Glegg Maggie’s uncle. Kindly, humorous, lovable skinflint. 
Elements of comedy. 40+ 
 
Mr Stelling Tutor to Tom & Phillip. Judgemental, shallow, limited 
teaching ability. 30+ 
 
Dr Kenn Clergyman at St Oggs. Noble, generous, peacemaker. 40+ 
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Some characters may be doubled and will be required for ensemble 
playing of villagers, guests, school children, gypsies and stylised 
movement pieces (i.e. the flood, witch-ducking). 
 
If you are unable to make the main audition date, alternative 
arrangements can be made. 
 
Information about the Minack arrangements can be found at 
https://www.brightonlittletheatre.com/minackinfo19  
 
Please note: you must be a paid-up member in order to audition for 
any production at Brighton Little Theatre. 
 
Blazing Saddles? 
 
Remember Lyn Fernee’s 
generous offer of riding lessons 
for theatre members? 
 
Well, the first group of intrepid 
wannabe riders will be setting 
off for Albourne in March to try 
their hand at the noble sport of 
kings. I feel a novel coming on. 
‘Four Go Wild’? ‘Adventures in 
the Saddle’ Tacked Up and Ready to Rock’? Wish us luck! (Lineament 
already purchased) 
 
If it’s something you’ve always wanted to try now is the time to be 
adventurous AND help the theatre at the same time. 
 
Have you ever thought of learning to ride a horse? Do you have rusty 
riding skills that you’d like to brush up on? Or, would you like to learn a 
new skill for your CV? How could you ever audition for that mediaeval 
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fantasy epic you’ve been longing for, without being able to ride a 
horse?? 
 
Lyn is a British Horse Society Accredited Coach and is offering lessons 
to our members, with income to be split with BLT. She is offering a 
one-and-a-half-hour session which would include learning how to 
handle the horse, bond with them by doing a bit of grooming, and then 
a forty-five-minute lesson. The price for this would be £50, with a 
generous 40% coming to the Brick by Brick fund.  The offer is available 
during February, March, and May, and you can book sessions with Lyn 
directly on 07887 692665. 
 
Lyn is fully qualified, insured, DBS checked, Child Protection checked 
and up to date with First Aid training. She can also offer lessons for 
children on little ponies if required! She’s happy to hear from anyone, 
even absolute beginners, because she specialises in nervous riders! 
 
Booked lessons are subject to appropriate weather conditions and are 
offered, a short drive out of Brighton. Unfortunately, she has to set a 
weight limit of 13.5 stone for anyone having a lesson. 
 
Please contact Lyn directly to book a lesson or if you have any 
questions, she’d be happy to hear from you. This is one of those great 
opportunities where we get to support a member’s local business, 
while also helping to fundraise. 
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New Members’ Evening 
 
We held a New Members’ Evening on 17th January. 
 
It was a small but intimate gathering of like minds and a great deal of 
enthusiasm was splashed about. Keep your eye out for the next one. 
Due to pressure on the building we can’t hold these events very often, 
but they are a really good ‘way in’ to the theatre so try to make the 
most of these evenings when they come up. Questions are asked and 
answered and it’s a really enjoyable evening. We can safely say that a 
good time was had by all. 
 
 
Open Mic Night 
Saturday 2nd March at 7pm 
(mic opens at 8pm!) 
 
“What is this exciting NEW 
evening at The Brighton Little 
Theatre?” I hear you cry… 
 
Well I will tell you! As part of 
the Brick by Brick fundraising 
scheme, we thought it would be great idea to start a very casual get 
together night at the theatre with a bit of light entertainment.  
 
If all goes well, we will be holding them on Saturday nights every 
couple of months in the bar. All proceeds from the bar and any kind 
donations will go towards the renovation fund.  
 
It will hopefully be a great chance for new and more seasoned 
members to hang out, socialise, have a few drinks and show off some 
of their talents at the same time! 
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So, to kick things off with a bang, the first Saturday Night Social will 
be an Open Mic Night. Are you a secret singer?  Love to read a poem 
or two? Burning to do a dramatic reading? Know a few magic tricks?  
 
Well then come show us what you’ve got! Any talent is welcome (as 
long as it’s legal!). 
 
There is no need to sign up before hand, just come along put your 
name on the list and give it a go.  
 
Mimi Goddard will be hosting the night with help and support from her 
partner in crime Mandy Marshall.  
 
We really hope to see you there! 
 
If you have any cracking ideas for future entertainment for a Saturday 
Night Social, don’t hesitate to get in touch with Mimi by email on 
mimigoddard@gmail.com  
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Casting Update 
 
Return to the Forbidden Planet 
11th – 18th May 2019 (Brighton 
Fringe Festival) 
 
Prospero Rob Punter 
Cookie Patrick Palmer  
Miranda Claudia Fielding 
Gloria Mandy Marshall  
Ariel Millie Edinburgh 
Captain Tempest Steve Laycock  
Bosun Leigh Ward 
Ensemble/Nav Officers Tina Sitko, Sofia Furtado, Chloe 
McEwan, Steven Adams 
 
Director Mimi Goddard 
Musical Direction Ella Turk-Thompson and Michael James 
Stage Manager Stephen Evans  
Production Manager Chris Smith 
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Go on, why not volunteer for Bar & Front of House? 
 

Ever wondered what it's like to ring 
the bell for last orders and yell "gerr 
outta my pub" Peggy Mitchell style?  
Well now's your chance! We are 
always looking for volunteers to 
cover the bar during our 
productions and it's a great way to 
meet old and new members and 
learn how our theatre works.  The 

bar is really easy and full training is given.   
 
Our membership also supports us with Stewards, Front of House and 
Box Office at each of our shows. So, if you're interested in volunteering 
for any of these roles, please don't hesitate to contact Frankie Knight 
via email sunshinefrankie26@gmail.com or via text on 07915 054782. 
 
 
Little Diary 
 
Date Event Location 
17th February, 2pm 
 

The Pride Auditions BLT 

19th – 23rd February, 7.45pm hello/goodbye by Peter Souter BLT 
24th February, 7pm 
 

Mary Stuart auditions BLT 
 

2nd March, 7pm Open Mic Night BLT 
3rd March, 3pm 
 

The Mill on the Floss Auditions BLT 

15th – 23rd March Absurd Person Singular by Alan 
Ayckbourn 

BLT 

 
 


